INTRODUCTION
The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (0A0) is one of a new class of scientific satellites under the cognizance of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The spacecraft will provide a highly stable and precisely orientable reference for the payload. It will also furnish all the communications, data processing, and power to reorient the observatory, to command the payload, and to store and transmit scientific data to ground stations.
This report presents the ground operation and control aspects of the OAO system. Descriptions of certain of the key portions of the spacecraft system, the operating philosophy, and the experiments carried in the payload are presented to aid in the understanding of the Ground Operation Equipment (GOE) require-
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is on the Ground Operation Equipment. Figure 1 shows the OAO as it will appear in orbit. The central structure is 10 feet in length and 7 feet in diameter; with the paddles extended it will be approximately 16 feet wide.
THE OAO SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTS
* Presented at the Institute of the Aerospace Sciences Symposium, San Francisco, February 19, 1962. It will weigh 2500 pounds and will carry 1000 pounds of experimental equipment (for a total weight of 3500 pounds). The flap on top serves two purposes: it is a shutter to protect the telescope optics which will be damaged if the OAO points within a few degrees of the sun, and it is a sun shade to maintain the isothermal environment which will be degraded if the OAO points even within 45 degrees of the sun. With the spacecraft oriented as shown, sunlight arriving from the left side is converted to approximately 
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1/2 kilowatt of electrical power, me mean ucmperature in the equipment bays is maintained at 10 ± 36°C, while the temperature in the central tube will be isothermal within 10 °C of any design temperature between 0°C and -80°C.
The OAO will be placed in a 32-degree orbit at an altitude of 400 to 600 statute miles. In this orbit, the period per circuit of the earth is about 100 minutes and the OAO is within view of a ground station a maximum of 12 minutes. The three remote stations will be located (Figure 2) at Rosman, North Carolina, Quito, Ecuador, and Santiago, Chile. These locations were selected to provide one contact per orbit with a minimum duration of 5 minutes.
The OAO differs from all previous satellites in that it is an orbiting ground controlled scientific laboratory and it is the first to allow extremely precise pointing of the sensors. The control problem is quite difficult. Whereas in prior earth-viewing satellites the means of stabilizing or of procuring a stabilization reference have been simple-either spin stabilzation or stabilization to the earth's vertical with infrared sensors tracking the earth's edge-in the OAO the stabilization to an arbitrary direction in space will be by reference provided by six star trackers. The complexity of the star tracking arrangement requires more sophistication in the ground operation equipment than was required for the previous satellites.
The spacecraft operates in four principal modes: first, the initial orientation and stabilization mode; second, the calibration mode; third, the operational mode; and fourth, the backup, or trouble shooting mode, which is used when there appears to be trouble in the spacecraft subsystems. Figure 2 . Locations of the remote control stations.
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x lie; vyx^.\_/ 10 \aooigj.it;>_i IAJ oi/cnuuixiic <X\A\J\JI.IUX\JI-cally in three axes after being placed in orbit and then to align its optical axis toward a specified area of sky on the basis of information entered in the spacecraft memory before launch. The maneuvers executed by the spacecraft to accomplish this initial orientation and stabilization are described in Appendix A. During this mode, the Gound Operation Equipment monitors the status of these maneuvers and provides a means for assisting in the event of any malfunctions. This mode may take up to three orbits. In the calibration mode, the OAO's optical devices are calibrated with respect to one another so that the effects of any distortion or inaccuracies which may have been introduced during launch are eliminated.
The major portion of the satellite life will be in the operational mode, gathering data and transmitting these data to the ground control stations.
The backup mode allows the Central Control Station to command the spacecraft in real time through the North Carolina station which is linked to the Central Control Station by microwave. Figure 3 is a functional diagram of the major elements of the OAO system. In essence, the control equipment on the OAO points the telescope which secures the scientific information; the communications equipment relays these data to the ground stations where they are recorded. The recordings are mailed to the Data Reduction Facility for processing. The scientific data are then distributed to the person conducting the experiment.
The primary experiments for the first three observatory systems are all concerned with stellar astronomy in the ultraviolet range (1000A to 3000A). The OAO-I will carry two prime experiments complementary in their use of the spacecraft systems: (1) a mapping study of the celestial sphere in three ultraviolet ranges (as shown in Figure 4 ) under the direction of Dr. Fred Whipple of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, and (2) a broadband photometry study of individual stars and nebulae using the equipment shown in Figure  5 which will be developed by the University of Wisconsin team headed by Dr. Arthur Code. The sky mapping experiment will use primarily picture transmission in real time, while the star and nebulae study data will be stored and read out on command. In these experiments, the spacecraft controls must aim the roll (or main optical) axis of the satellite at specific portions of the sky with accuracies approaching 20 seconds of arc. Although this is not the ultimate desired accuracy of 0.1 second of arc (corresponding to a displacement of 0.03 inch at a distance of 1 mile), it is near the limit obtainable without using error signals taken from the experimenter's optics. The OAO-II will contain an absolute spectrophotometry experiment designed by a GSFC team headed by Dr. James Milligan. The optical system will employ a 36-inch primary mirror and will use both the spacecraft's coarse and fine control capabilities. However, the experiment is designed to obtain useful data even if the fine control system does not operate. Data from this experiment will be stored and read out on command.
The experiment on the OAO-III is concerned primarily with determining the absorption features of the interstellar medium. This experiment will be directed by Princeton University under the direction of Dr. Lyman Spitzer and will require maximum performance from the optical and thermal systems and a control accuracy of 0:1 second of arc. The OAO-IV and later space craft in this series probably will be used for studies of the sun and planets, in addition to a limited amount of payload capacity for small secondary experiments.
In order to accomplish the satellite mission and to secure and transmit the data required by the experiments, the spacecraft requires electronic equipment as shown in the block diagram of Figure 6 . The essential features of the spacecraft electronic system are: a precision clock; a core memory data storage system; a TV system for attitude verification; and data process- ing and communications equipment in the form of transmitters, encoders, receivers, command memory, etc. Provision is made in the electronic system for the addition of a future onboard computer which can reduce the amount of data which must be transmitted from the spacecraft to the ground and back.
The OAO communications include command operation on 148 megacycles and telemetry on 136 and 400 megacycles as shown in the portion of Figure 7 marked "Remote Control Station." The 400-mc receiver is operated at 300-kc IF band width and the narrow-band signal is received on 136 Mc with a 10-kc IF band width. The 300-kc band width is necessary for transmitting the slow-scan television image. The stable nature of the image allows slow-scan techniques with adequate resolution. The Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) data can be transmitted on either the narrow-band or the wideband links if malfunctions occur in the spacecraft communications.
High-power ground transmitters and highgain ground antenna systems are used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, because of the extreme importance of transmitting correct commands to the spacecraft, the commands and their complements are transmitted, compared and, if correct, retransmitted to the remote control station for further comparison, Figure 7 is a block diagram of the OAO Ground Operation Equipment complex. Table  1 lists the system elements and functions. The operational simulator-command generator establishes the feasibility of the commands which the experimenter requires. These commands are verified on a large-scale digital computer which introduces orbital data and spacecraft conditions as well as other constraints on the operation. Upon verification, these commands are passed to the Project Operations Center. The commands are then sent by teletype or by microwave to the remote control station which actually communicates with the satellite.
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GROUND OPERATION COMPLEX
In addition to a radio beacon which is used for tracking, three radio links are used to communciate with the OAO. The remote control stations are all identical in their functions and equipment. They normally only secure data from the satellite and transmit predetermined commands to the satellite. However, in case of emergency or if desired the GSFC Central Control Station can assume real-time control of satellite operations through the North Carolina station. This is done by direct microwave connection. The predetermined commands are originated and checked at GSFC and are transmitted to the remote control stations by teletype at least a day in advance of their use.
The two telemeter links transmit to the remote control stations all the data available in the OAO; these data are recorded on magnetic tape at the remote control stations. Tapes containing scientific or experimental data are mailed to the Data Reduction Facility at the Central Control Station for processing for the experimenter. Data indicating the status of the spacecraft and the experiment are processed by the remote control station-first, to determine whether the satellite is in a satisfactory state to accept commands for the next orbit, and, second, to prepare the data for transmission to the Central Control Station where it may be analyzed and used to up date predictions of the OAO behavior.
The essential functions of the Ground Operation Equipment-message distribution, data processing, signal distribution logic, displays, controls, and command modulators-are diagrammed in Figure 8 . The equipment described here will be common to all OAO spacecraft, and portions of it may be used for other future scientific satellites. It monitors the condition of the spacecraft and subsystems and generates the commands necessary to accomplish the scientific experiments and, if possible, to correct any malfunctions that may occur in the satellite.
Remote Control Stations
The data processing function at each of the remote control stations is handled by a generalpurpose computer of intermediate capacity, the General Mills AD/ECS-37. This equipment is used in conjunction with a display and control console which provides the operator link to the system (Figures 9, 10 and 11). Figure 12 shows the data flow in the normal mode of operation. The control console at the remote control station (block diagram shown in Figure  13 ) implements the operating functions which are:
1. Receive commands, predicted status, and instructions from the Central Control Station and store these in AD/ECS-37A computer. Time of Arrival, and real-time contact remaining. 13. Convert status data to TWX format and transmit to the Central Control Station. 14. Send magnetic-tape recording to the Central Control Station. The remote control station operator may select the satellite transmitters and beacons which he wishes to use and the type of data to be transmitted from the satellite. The OAO control portion of the console provides this capability (Figure 11 ). Control over the physical motions of the satellite is limited to preprogrammed commands for future execution or a "hold" command to sustain it in an unchanged condition. 
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tions is a large-scale computer which keeps track of astronomical and orbital motions, which maintains an up-to-date status of the observatory, and which accepts programmed operational and performance constraints of the OAO system. In addition to the large scale computer the equipment in the Central Control Station is the same as that at the remote control stations with certain display and control portions augmented. The Central Control Station console consists of five relay racks of equipment, The three units shown in Figure 14 combined with those shown in Figure 10 make up the console. Figure 15 is a block diagram of the Central Control Station equipment not including the large scale digital computer. spacecraft at the start of each ground contact, and establishes tolerances within which the prediction is valid. The tolerances established for the go, no-go evaluation must account for the accuracy with which the forecast is made, the accuracy with which the quantity can be measured, and the importance of the quantity to the successful performance of the OAO. During the one contact per orbit, lasting from five to 12 minutes, data must be read from the memory on the spacecraft and new instructions stored in the command memory of the spacecraft. The design problem of the ground operation equipment is basically how most efficiently to transfer information from a multiplicity of sensors in the spacecraft to the human operator on the ground, how to assist him in making decisions, and how best to redirect the necessary controlling actions to the spacecraft subsystem. Although the Central Control Station communicates only with the satellite in real time via the North Carolina remote station by microwave link, considerably more data are displayed here than are displayed at the remote control stations.
The Central Control Station equipment enables the operator to examine the data received from 294 analog measurements within the satellite. In addition to the analog status items, there are 192 bi-level status items. These items provide information on equipment components whose status is characterized by one of two states, for example, on-off or open-close. Another 28 items provide, in decimal form, angular data and time from the satellite. The angular data is called up from the AD/ECS-37A Computer using a plastic index card with a title in English which provides a positive means of identifying the display status item. Holes in the card actuate a set of micros witches ( Figure  16 ), which provide coding for entry of the command to the computer, which, in turn, calls up the desired information from the computer memory. For a permanent record of the entire 514 channels, a printer is used.
The optimum amount of information which the operator can read and act upon would require an extensive human factors study. However, the amount of information presented upon the control and display panels at the Central Control Station has been determined by a human factors analysis to be well within the capability of the average operator. As a means of verifying the orientation of the OAO, a television camera with a field of view approximately eight degrees square is boresighted along the optical axis of the spacecraft. With a 1-second frame period and the available communications band width, a resolution of 350 lines is possible. The ground based television monitor, provided at the Central Control Station only, can be used for coarse verification of the pointing data derived from the star tracker gimbal angles. The space craft camera, operating in the visible spectrum, is entirely separate from ultraviolet-sensitive cameras provided as part of the experiment.
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION
Satellite Commands
The most important task of the Ground Operation Equipment is to generate and transmit commands to the spacecraft. The commands transmitted to the satellite consist of seven basic types in either a real-time command mode or a stored command mode. The commands and their codes are given in Table 2 .
The Gimbal angle commands are commands to the star trackers, while the attitude change commands control the OAO's momentum wheels directly for changing attitude. Each command consists of two 32-bit words. The first word classifies the command and addresses the proper channel for coding and the second word is the command itself. Figure 17 shows the formats for the control and gimbal angle commands which are typical of command formats. Note that the control command format permits 225 bi-level commands.
The commands transmitted to the OAO from the remote stations are in a PCM NRZ format at a 1-kilobit rate. The data transmitted consist of the command words and their complements to provide error checking. The complement form simplifies the on-board command verification. After verification by the electronic equipment in the satellite, the commands and their complements are echoed (retransmitted) to the ground where the ground operation equipment compares the echo from the satellite with the original transmitted command to ensure that they have been properly received.
An alarm is generated and transmitted by the OAO when the complement is not verified on board. Receipt of the alarm causes the Ground Operation Equipment-to inhibit transmission of the commands to the OAO. The command message is then retransmitted, beginning with the command that failed, or beginning with a preceding command. Similar action occurs if the command echo is not verified.
Typical Contact with the OAO Contact with OAO is established at predicted time of contact or when the beacon Automatic Gain Control level indicates that the OAO is in range. The operator initiates a start command to cause the data processor, under control of a stored program, to issue the commands necessary to cause a readout of current status from the OAO. Necessary gating signals are sent to the PCM data handling equipment to define the format and word size for proper signal flow in and from the PCM data handling equipment.
The computer program causes current and predicted status to be compared word-by-word. In the comparison, the limits of predicted status are extracted from storage an item at a time and the difference between limits and actual values for that parameter are computed and evaluated. If one or more items are out of tolerance, the computer causes the spacecraft to be reinterrogated and recompares status. This cycle is repeated until predicted and current status are compared successfully, or until a fixed number of cycles have been executed. If compared successfully, the computer activates a status comparison Go indicator and will sense the position of a Proceed/Halt switch associated with this indicator. If this switch is in the Proceed position, the program will direct the computer to initiate the next subroutine. If the status does not compare or if the switch is in the Halt position, the computer will halt until the Proceed switch or the restart button is depressed. The next subroutine, command transmission and verification, routes commands in the sequence defined by the Central Control Station. The complement of each command word is transmitted immediately following the command word proper as previously described.
Command output synchronizer logic converts the command message to serial form and accomplishes the synchronization and format conversions. The bit-rate synchronizing signal is initiated by computer control and after a delay (3 to 10 milliseconds) determined by the computer subroutine, the command message is initiated. The spacecraft data processing subsystem compares the command word with its complement and also retransmits the command and complement to the remote control station. If the complement check in the spacecraft fails, the spacecraft transmits an alarm in lieu of echoing the command. A gating signal routes the commands through the PCM data handling equipment into the computer where the echoed command is compared with the transmitted command as described previously.
Receipt of the alarm signal initiates a subroutine that will determine which specific command word failed, reset the spacecraft verification logic, and start a new transmission at the command where the error occurred. If this command is transmitted and verified, the process continues until the message is completed or a subsequent error is detected. If a fixed number of repeat cycles has-been executed on a given command and an error persists, the New Commands Transmitted light goes red and the program halts until the operator either: (1) starts over, (2) switches in redundant communication links and then starts over, or (3) overrides by depressing the Proceed/Halt switch. When the New Commands XMTD light shows red or nogo, the operator can base his decision of which alternate to pursue by reference to the Satellite Command Verification, Ground Command Verification, and Parity Check lights which indicate the source of the no-go condition.
When the computer has successfully transmitted, received acknowledgment of, and verified the assigned command message it will eithei halt or proceed with the next subroutine, depending on the state of the Proceed/Hall switch. The manually switched commands may be employed as necessary by the station operatoi in any of the halt positions discussed previously.
After the contact is completed, the computer is directed to transcribe the actual status data received from the spacecraft to teletype format and to punch a paper tape containing these data. The information on the tape is transmitted to the Central Control Station via teletype. All data received from the OAO (including stored status), all commands transmitted to the OAO, Greenwich Mean Time from the station clock, and an appropriate voice commentary by the OAO operator are recorded on magnetic tape. In certain cases of failure, the Central Control Station may request that stored status (data gathered during the previous orbit and stored on board) be teletyped back to eliminate the delay encountered in mailing the magnetic tape.
CONCLUSION
The Ground Operation Equipment which has been described and discussed will achieve reliable system operation: First, by forecasting the spacecraft performance on an operational simulator-a large capacity digital computer at the Central Control Station-and establishing tolerances. Second, minimizing human error by using a medium-capacity digital computer as part of the Ground Operation Equipment to compare status data received from the satellite with the forecast status. Third, minimizing human error by displaying a minimum of information to the remote control station operator and minimizing the number of commands that he must or can transmit to the satellite using his own judgment.
A complete status data print out is used in the Central Control Station as a rapid, errorproof means of displaying the greater amount of intelligence available there. With this greater intelligence, emergency control over the satellite may be exercised in a real-time mode. Even here the philosophy is to use this capability as a backup or abnormal operating technique and to rely on the fundamental preprogrammed operational philosophy.
These techniques are new and are fundamental to the success of a precision scientific satellite, such as the OAO, and should find wide application in future satellite and spacecraft upon verification by the OAO program.
APPENDIX A
Initial Stabilization
Immediately after injection of the satellite into orbit, the orientation may be random and there will probably be a residual motion caused by the separation mechanism. There are four steps to accomplish stabilization:
First, the motion is stopped and an initial orientation is established. Three orthogonally mounted rate gyros and six coarse and fine sun sensors accomplish this. The rate gyros detect the motion of the satellite about all axes and, by pulsing gas jets, bring the spacecraft to a near standstill. Simultaneously, the sun sensors locate the sun with respect to the satellite and their signals, also by pulsing the gas jets, rotate the satellite so that the optical axis is aligned with the sun.
Since the sun, in effect, rotates about the satellite at 1 degree per day, the next step is to produce a nonrotating celestial reference in the satellite. This is performed by six highly accurate star trackers gimbaled with respect to the pitch, roll, and yaw axes. The angles of the star trackers with respect to the satellite axis, properly transformed, indicate the pointing of the satellite optical axis.
Before launch six reference stars are chosen, and for that particular day, the angles of these stars with respect to a line connecting the earth and sun are computed. The star trackers are then erected to coincide with these predetermined angles.
The second phase is then initiated by slowly rotating the satellite about the roll axis. At a particular roll angle, the star trackers will produce a star presence signal simultaneously. Since the earth may be occulting some of the stars, a minimum of four simultaneous signals is preferred, although this may be reduced to two on ground command. Once this has occurred, the primary satellite control system, consisting of momentum wheels, is switched from the sun sensors to the star trackers for its error signals.
This provides the initial celestial reference but the optical axis still points at the sun. The next step is to aim at a desired target star. To accomplish this, the satellite carries core-storage command memory of 256 30-bit words, a star-tracker gimbal-angle digital logic, an analog coordinate transformer, and a system clock.
As soon as the initial reference is acquired, the command memory sends new gimbal angles to the proper star trackers. The large inertia wheels are commanded to rotate through a specified number of revolutions, thus turning the spacecraft through a predetermined angle. While moving to this new position, a star tracker may reach its gimbal limit, but this will be anticipated on the ground and the error signal source will be commanded to another star tracker, again by the output from com-
